
Lowe Technology 
 
In 1923, the first anvil hand cutters in the world were developed  
by LÖWE, and today there is hardly a country in the world where  
an original LÖWE cutter is not used. SILEX Tools imports the LÖWE  
industrial product range with applications in a significant number  
of trade and industry sectors. Be it for cutting wood, rubber or  
plastic, the LÖWE cutters for industry and trade can be used for  
many materials softer than metal, and are suited to the most  
varied range of requirements. 
 
From the classic anvil cutter without stop faces, to the mitre cutter,  
right up to technically complex cutters for sealing profiles or hoses,  
you will find the right LÖWE cutter suitable for any application.  
And only high-quality tools can fulfill the demands, which the  
professional user makes on their working tool, so all components  
of the LÖWE cutters can be replaced if required. Many of the LÖWE  
cutter models are also optionally available with lever transmission  
for additional power to assist in cutting harder materials. 
 
Original LÖWE pruning shears stand for durability, robustness and straightforward design. They are 
characterized by practical details, maximum efficiency and extreme durability in everyday use. Every 
component in a pair of Original LÖWE pruning shears is designed, produced and assembled in 
Germany by highly special trained personnel.  

The steel used for Original LÖWE blades is made to our own specifications in a German steelworks. 
The combination of this unique steel alloy and a hardening process tailored to its precise 
characteristics gives the blades their unrivalled strength. The latest CNC grinding machines coupled 
with precision hand grinding give LÖWE blades their outstanding sharp cutting edge, while 
continuous quality control of all components throughout the entire production process ensures the 
absolute reliability of our pruning shears. 

Optimally protected against corrosion! 

We have dealt a long time with the question whether to coat a beautiful ground or polished steel 
surface of our pruning shears or not.  

Thanks to our new high-quality coating, as of now, all steel parts are optimally protected against 
corrosion, without changing the features of the steel. The metal particles added to the coating 
create valuable optics like sandblasted steel. In addition, the conscious chosen darker coating of the 
blades contains non-stick particles, which facilitate the cutting performance and the cleaning of the 
blades.  

Original LÖWE, still a bit better – as every cut matters! 

 

 


